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“Share the Money”

PREMIER Home Health Care Services is a major regional provider of home health care services in the Northeast.
As expected, its clients are elderly, and almost all of its compensation is from fixed payments through Medicare and
Medicaid. While its employees earnings are quite low, the fixed government payment rates make it difficult, if not
impossible, to substantially increase employees earnings.
In the Spring of 2002, Local 1199 of the Service Employees International Union (SEIU) under its President,
Dennis Rivera, launched a union organizing drive orchestrated by Rivera and the Rev. Al Sharpton. They
promised Premier’s employees a 35% wage increase and company-paid health insurance if they joined the union
and authorized a strike. Not surprisingly, the majority -- further convinced by the union that Premier would
settle immediately -- voted for the union and the strike.

With the strike vote in hand, Rivera and Sharpton picketed the Premier home office contract in hand, and
demanded that the company sign it . . . or else. With a contract that would pay the company’s employees more
than their reimbursement rate, bankrupting the company, and a strike looming that would essentially allow its
competitors to eviscerate their business, the company was forced to fight back.

THE CAMPAIGN BEGINS
DeBow Communications was retained by PREMIER as their communications strategist. Our advice was straight
forward. Reason would not prevail (attempting to reason with Rivera and Sharpton was a fools errand), nor would
subtlety (when asked to characterize the owners of PREMIER, the Reverend Al said: “These people are crooks”
(not much subtlety there). To win this battle our message must be simple and personal.
We based our campaign on the fact that the State of New York had made available almost a billion dollars to
increase wages for health care workers which the union planned to use to give larger raises for some of its members
leaving others (and the Premier employees were part of this group) with no increases at all. Our message was
simple and personal: It’s not the State, nor the Union, nor PREMIER that’s keeping these low paid employees
from getting what they deserve . . . it’s Dennis because he’s not . . . sharing the money.

Share the Money Dennis. It’s the Right Thing To Do!

We launched our “Share the Money” campaign with this
1/4 page ad which appeared on the Op-Ed page of The
New York Times. It explained how there was a simple
solution to this impasse which could only be solved by
Dennis Rivera who for whatever reason was refusing
to equitably share the money. And we asked those
concerned to call Dennis at his office and ask him to
share the money.
As expected, the Times turned loose their attack dogs . . .
Steven Greenhouse, their so-called labor reporter who’s
really an editorial writer on labor issues, and Bob
Herbert who at least is a columnist and doesn’t claim to
be objective. Herbert opined that our position was
wrong since Dennis -- the greatest labor leader since
David Dubinsky -- told him it was. Our answer? Simply
run the ad again, since even the Times wont allow itself
to look that biased, and follow up every negative news
story or column with immediate e-mail and telephone
responses as well as detailed letters to the editor.
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Turning Up the Heat
As the strike deadline neared and the union would not budge from its demands for a 35% wage increase and company paid health insurance, we launched a major TV campaign with hourly spots on NBC’s Today show and on
NY 1’s Inside City Hall guaranteeing Premier exposure to its side of the story to New York’s business and political
leadership.
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COMPARTE EL DINERO, DENNIS. ES LO CORRECTO DE HACER!
But we also knew that there was an audience that would have even greater impact on Dennis, and that’s New York’s
hispanic speakers, the main source of Dennis’s power both in and outside the union.
This full-page ad in El Diario - LaPrensa, run on consecutive Sunday’s, was the straw that broke the camel’s back,
and brought Dennis to the bargaining table. From it’s demands for a 35% wage increase and free health insurance,
the union settled for a 3% increase and union-paid health insurance (Dennis did share the money).
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CAN WE TALK?
Clearly this brief look at the Premier Campaign leaves most of the story untold. We would welcome the
opportunity to tell you more about this project as well as some of the other exciting programs we’ve been
working on over the past months, provide you samples or a copy of the video, and discuss any upcoming
projects you might be contemplating.
We look forward to talking to you soon . . .
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